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November 13, 2019 

Recommendation on WFI Cold Membrane Production 

To all it may concern, 

Biopuremax built at our company a 500l/hr WFI water system. Biopuremax pretreatment 

(ESR-HOD) with double pass RO and EDI. Biopuremax supplied the design, system, 

installation, operation, commissioning, validation, and training. 

I was involved in the entire process from the purchase order and throughout the project 

delivery. 

My experience with several brands of water systems and pharma equipment has led me 

to recommend Biopuremax system and team. The project implementation was 

impressive; we experienced a supportive and professional team that supplied an 

effective solution with full coordination. 

The system was a tailor-made design which fit exactly to our needs. The system layout 

was adapted to the area available and the control system was integrated with the 

existing loop. 

A big advantage of the Biopuremax system, which is one of the main reasons why we 

chose it, is the operational aspect. Our company enjoys a system which has no 

effluents, no chemicals, with low maintenance and water saving. 

We were very pleased by the results of the FDA and MOH audits, which were passed 

with no problems. 

The FDA were very impressed and the system passed physical inspection, QA results 

and IQ-OQ-PQ review with flying colors.  

Biopuremax gave us an excellent after-sale service with full support for a few “fine 

tuning” problems we had. 

I strongly recommended Biopuremax water system and company, for anyone looking for 

a simple and reliable water system for WFI or PW production.    

Please feel free to contact me at (+972)-54-6758615 or ajarach@isotopia.co.ilif you 

need any additional information or clarification. 

Sincerely, 

 

Avner Jarach 

Head of Quality 

ajarach@isotopia.co.il 

(+972)-54-6758615 


